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SLUH sends home letter regarding internet usage
Charlie Landis
Core Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High administration
sent a letter with semester report cards
to parents and students last week about
student Internet use, specifically concerning the website www.facebook.com.
The letter, signed by Assistant Principal for Student Affairs H. Eric Clark on
behalf of the SLUH administration, stated
that SLUH “has the ability to review” the
profiles of SLUH students on Facebook and
that a student can be punished for activities
or information posted on the website.
Facebook.com, by far the most popular
social website among SLUH students, is “an
online directory that connects people through
social networks at schools,” according to the
website. Once one is invited onto Facebook
by an existing user, one can create a personal

account and profile. After creating a profile,
a student can request to “friend” members
from both his school and other schools, send
other members messages, “poke” them, write
on people’s cyberspace walls, add pictures to
his profile, and join or create special groups
with limited membership.
 	 The letter responds to the misrepresentation of SLUH values by its students on Facebook. According to Clark, the administration
has been most troubled by problems “such as
drinking (and) inappropriate statements.”
Often, SLUH students appear with
alcohol in pictures on the sites, and illegal
activity is occasionally referenced on various
profiles and group pages. These depictions of
illegal activity directly brought the Facebook
situation to the administration’s attention.
“The administration (was) very concerned,” Clark said. “As a matter of fact,

there was a concern when Facebook came out
with what students were putting on websites.
As a matter of fact, we had issues last year
where it wasn’t Facebook. ... There’s always
been a concern,” he said.
 	 While the administration had independently decided to address the concerns about
Facebook conduct, the letter crystallized as
a result of a letter released by the Missouri
State High School Activities Association
(MSHSAA).
“(The MSHSAA letter said that) you
need to be aware of what your students are
doing out there etc., so then that’s when the
administration said, ‘Ok, let’s get a letter
together.’” Clark said.
 	 The letter was released with the semester report cards and addressed to parents to
ensure that both parents and students would

Sisyphus February ’06 edition to be released
Andrew Mueth
Core Staff

W

ith 64 pages and a full-color cover,
the February ‘06 Sisyphus is ready
for release next Tuesday, Jan. 31.
Sisyphus, the biannual literary magazine
of St. Louis U. High, features poetry, prose,
and artwork by students and teachers.
“This is the largest issue ever of Sisyphus (at) 64 pages. There’s more art in the
magazine than we’ve ever had before. It’s the
best art we’ve ever had—I think it’s going to
be just a beautiful edition,” moderator Rich
Moran said.
The cover—in full color for the first
time ever—features a watercolor painting
of trees in summer by senior Dan Finucane.
“It’s a beautiful painting he did,” Moran
commented.
“The cover was a really vivid watercolor,
and it’ll be in its full color, so that’ll be re-

see FACEBOOK, 10

ally nice,” reiterated junior Joe Milner, one rebirth or initiation; whereas winter is just
of the magazine’s literary editors.
... ‘dormancy. We’re dying right now.’”
Because the cover
Assistant moderator
pictures trees in full leaf,
Frank Kovarik said that
the staff decided to call this
the issue has no single
issue the “February” issue
resounding tone: “It’s 64
as opposed to the usual
pages long, so it’s got a
title, the “Winter” issue,
nice variety of stuff—
“because we thought ‘Winsome funny pieces, some
ter’ would be too much of
more bleak pieces, then
a contradiction for what
some … more meditative
was actually the picture,”
stuff.”
Moran commented.
Of the content itself,
However, Milner still
Moran said, “I think we
thinks that the issue has
probably have more pothe usual winter tone: “I
etry (than prose) this time.
think that a lot of times (the
We have a number of
winter issue) does reflect Artwork by David Rhoads in the soon-to- poems from Mr. (Terry)
the season, that the winter
Quinn’s poetry class, but
debut February issue of Sisyphus.
stuff can be a little darker and more reflective, then there were a number of other guys like
as opposed to the spring stuff where there’s, (seniors) Tony Bell and Mike Jonagan who
you know, funny stories, or stories about
see SISYPHUS, 11
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Pro-Lifers travel to D.C. to protest abortion
Dave Auffenberg
Reporter

T

wenty St. Louis U. High students
boarded a plane for Washington, D.C.,
early last Sunday morning for the Pro-Life
Trip, a three-day trip to participate in the
national protest against Roe v. Wade, the
1973 Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion in the United States.
Pastoral director Tim Chik coordinated
the trip for the seventh year and was accompanied by fellow chaperones Dan and Laura
Finucane. Chik said, “I think it’s important to
go on the trip every year because it emphasizes the issue of abortion in our society. We
get to see others, and they get to see us.”
Arriving around noon in Washington,
the group checked into its hotel, a few
blocks from the site of the march that would
take place the next day. Junior Andy Tayon
thought that “the room arrangements were
luxurious and spacious.” With time to spare,
the students went to an ESPN SportsZone

for dinner, arcade games, and to watch the morning. After speaking with some Jesuit
NFL AFC and NFC Championship games. priests and students, the group made its way
Later that
by foot to the Nanight, the group
tional Mall, where
joined thousands
the pre-march rally
of other pro-life
was taking place.
students from all
Among the speakacross the nation
ers at the rally were
at the Basilica
Missouri CongressChurch on Cathoman Todd Akin and
lic University’s
President Bush via
campus for a latelive call-in.
night Mass. HowAt approximateever, they had to sit
ly 1:30, the March
in the lobby in the
for Life began on the
basement because
streets of Washingof the large attenton. An estimated
dance.
100,000 paticipants
Nevertheless,
took part in the proPro-Life marchers juniors Andy Tayon, Kyle McCollom, Mark
the SLUH students J. Zinn, and senior Will Turnbough stand near a Washington, test. People of all
got another chance D.C., sidewalk just a few blocks from the Supreme Court ages walked in the
building.
to go to Mass when
march, from infants
they joined Jesuit schools nationwide at the to older people who had marched in all 33 of
see PRO-LIFE, 12
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Church on Monday
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Fallout! Bomb shelter Queathem leads
s u p p l i e s u n c o v e r e d letter writing
the rooms off the hallway running parallel to
the weight room. On Jan. 12, he and some of
the other groundskeepers were moving STUvery school has its history. Being CO items from the departmental room to the
one of the oldest Jesuit
storage closet
high schools in the United
between the
States, St. Louis University
set of stairs
High’s history is worn with
leading down
age. We pride ourselves
into the pool
on our school’s long-term
hall.
commitment to young men
While makand the community. Most
ing room for
of us know when and why
the new items,
the school was started, who
Teske came
started it, and even the hisacross a twotory of the Billiken. But
foot square
what about those 180 years
cut into the
between 1818 and now?
wall, located
What happened at SLUH
in the back left
then? Every so often, a little
corner of the
piece of this history is found
closet. HidThese emergency rations of crackers from 1962 were
among—or in—our halls.
den behind a
discovered in a hole in the wall in the SLUH catacombs.
Earlier this January, Dishelf, this hole
rector of Grounds Al Teske was given the leads into an alcove under the left branch
project of cleaning out and painting the rooms of stairs.
in SLUH’s newer wing, specifically some of
see DA BOMB, 14

Kevin Casey
Reporter

E
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to Nigerians
Matt Hubbard
Staff

T

hree to four hundred St. Louis U. High
students recently signed a number of
sympathy books which were sent to Nigerian families that lost children in a Dec. 10
plane crash. The roughly 60 Nigerian students, all of whom were between 11 and
16 years of age and attended Loyola Jesuit
College, had been flying home from their
boarding school for the holidays.
SLUH Principal Mary Schenkenberg
asked theology teacher Rosemary Queathem
to lead the sympathy book project. Schenkenberg gave Queathem a website which had
pictures of the students and a short biography
of each.
Queathem began by speaking to her
freshman classes about the students and
showing the pictures to them. “We tried to
familiarize ourselves with who the students
were,” said Queathem.

see LETTERS, 11
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Landis questions SLUH’s method in addressing Internet use

Charlie Landis
Core Staff

T

he SLUH administration sent home a letter last week to parents attempting to solve the problems of misrepresentation
of the school’s image on the Internet. While this letter has good
intentions, it raises more questions than it answers, and it makes
SLUH look like it is trying to alter our private lives. The letter
creates the image of a detached, mandate-giving administration
that cares more about its image than the personal lives of its students. 	
Pictures or stories about illegal activities such as drinking appear on Facebook and other Internet sites. Students have also created
vulgar groups, as well as fake profiles. Because all of these activities hurt SLUH’s image, the letter sent home by the administration
has the right purpose. But while I don’t question the motives of the
letter, I question the method and result.
The first problem with the letter is the confusion over how
SLUH has the ability to view our Facebook profiles in the first place.
Although Facebook is located on the Internet, the website still has
a privacy statement saying that only certain people can view one’s
profile. I would like the administration to clarify how they can review
our profiles without our permission. SLUH cannot enter our homes

by claiming that since we go to SLUH they have the right to check
up on us. Why can they arbitrarily enter our Facebook accounts and
view our private information, whether it contains “inappropriate
content” or not?
Regardless, SLUH does have the ability to view our profiles,
and it is clear that they will do so, with consequences for some
students. If a SLUH student has to change non-illegal parts of his
profile in any way for fear of being expelled, then SLUH has overstepped its bounds.
The letter also brings up questions as to what kind of actions
will get a student into trouble. The carefully worded letter tiptoes
around the main issue. It never mentions underage drinking or any
specific action by a student that could get that student expelled. The
letter only states that any action that does not coincide with the morals of the church and SLUH’s philosophy can result in expulsion.
While underage drinking obviously should be censored and
punished, other actions that occur on Facebook are questionable
rather than illegal. Does making fun of a teacher, saying something
vulgar, creating certain groups, or voicing one’s opinion, however
harsh it may be, also merit action by the administration?
By not specifically defining what will get a student into trouble
with his Facebook profile, SLUH may scare its students into making

see LANDIS, 12

Chessbills drubbed by ACES attends Harmony
powerhouse Belleville Project event at CBC
Stephen Schumacher
Reporter

T

he Knightbills found themselves in the dark on Wednesday
after a 30-0 loss to Belleville East. SLUH’s seven players
competed in close games all around, but they nevertheless were
swept on the five scoring boards by perennial power Belleville.
Sophomore Ryan Layton, playing at board seven in his first
Gateway League match, fell behind early. He recovered during the
game with unexpected pawn maneuvering, but eventually lost. After
the match, he commented, “I made some mistakes early,” but he
noted that he got back in the game before he was mated.
Freshman Jack Pawloski played board six for the Rookbills.
He recorded the sole victory for SLUH, although his board did not
count for points. With a beautiful knight sacrifice, he broke into his
opponent’s position for checkmate.
Surprisingly, the promising underclassman “was down most of
the game.” He added that when he saw the mate, he moved in and
won. Pawloski is now two for three in match play.
Competing at board five, sophomore T. J. Keeley fell behind,
allowing his opponent to turn the materiel advantage into a win.
Fellow sophomore Josh Dripps also succumbed to a strong Belleville rival at board four. At board three, yet another sophomore,
Stephen Schumacher, fell to his opponent after over 110 minutes

see MATE, 12

Matt Hubbard
Staff

S

eventeen members of the Association for Cultural Enrichment at SLUH (ACES) participated in the Harmony Project
on Thursday, Jan. 19. The Harmony Project was held at CBC
and featured role-playing skits on stereotypes followed by discussions.
The skits displayed stereotypical situations in which each student
played a character of his race. Afterwards, students asked questions
of the actors.
“We would ask them questions such as, ‘Had you ever had any
personal encounters that were similar to the role that you played?’”
junior Andre Craig said.
In another activity, participants were given a poker chip with a
sticker on it that indicated a different culture and lifestyle. “Whatever
was on your poker chip, you were that person. Maybe you were
Asian, gay, and poor. … You had to think what your life would be
like,” explained sophomore Aaron Shepherd. “It was good because
you got to see things from all different points of view.”
Junior Drew Thames commented, “I thought the activity was
quite interesting; it helped broaden your perspective on how other
people live.”
	Yet another activity featured a quiz in which participants had

see HARMONY, 10
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Community recycles recycling program
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Bins begin to fill as participation increases

Ben Schmidt
Reporter

F

or the first time in recent memory, the
green and yellow recycle bins have
been getting filled to the top. Faced with
the threat of losing its paper recycling
program, many St. Louis U. High students
from various clubs and classes volunteered
to make sure paper got into the recycling
dumpsters.
Last month, members of the Environmental Action Club (EAC), the Science Club,
and the AP Environmental Science class
began biweekly rounds to empty the bins in
each classroom. Every Tuesday and Friday,
the volunteers have collected the recycling
from classrooms around the school and taken
the paper to the recycling dumpsters in the
student parking lot.

Their hard work has paid off. When
asked how much paper the volunteers have
collected from the classrooms, junior Joe
Kuensting, a recycling volunteer, replied,
“A lot. I don’t know how much specifically
we have collected, but the (classroom) bins
have been getting filled every week or every
other week, which is a big improvement.”
Although this was a big step towards
a more active recycling program at SLUH,
students are reminded that there is still
much they can do. “I would like to remind
everyone that there are paper recycle bins
located in the halls and aluminum recycle
bins in the cafeteria,” said EAC moderator
Bill Anderson.
As of now, the only materials recyclable
at SLUH are paper and aluminum, although
Anderson hopes to eventually expand the
program to include other materials such as

Picture of the Week
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Chinese teapots sit on display just inside the library’s entrance. Modeled from clay, the nine different
pots were loaned to SLUH by local artist Jimmy Liu. The teapots will be on display for an indetermined amount of time. See full story, right.

plastic and cardboard. “However, right now
we are focusing on the paper program and
improving that,” Anderson said. Anyone
interested in volunteering to help with the
program should speak with Anderson in the
science office.

Chinese tea
pots displayed
in library
Scott Mueller
Core Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High Robinson Library
is currently showcasing the sculptures
of Jimmy Liu in the glass cases near the
entrance.
The teapots in the library depict an array
of different images and styles. One teapot,
“Jesus Tea Set,” shows the risen Christ with
his arms outstretched. Other themes include
ancient China and pigs.
Liu’s most famous artwork is his teapot
sculptures. He was awarded first place for
his teapot, “Bird Talk Teapot,” in the 2003
National Sculpture and Ceramics exhibit.
Nine of his teapots and teapot sets are currently on display in the library, in the glass
display cases near the entrance.
Liu has also been awarded third place in
Clay Day USA, in Mexico City, Missouri, in
both 1997 and 1998. Liu’s artwork is mainly
modeled in the Yi Sing style.
Liu graduated from the University of
Chinese Culture in Taiwan and received a
Master’s degree of Arts from Fontbonne
University.
Liu currently resides in St. Louis, where
he teaches ceramics at Maryville University.
Liu also gives private lessons at his eponymous studio.
Chinese teacher Ching-Ling Tai, a personal friend of Liu’s, will be celebrating the
Chinese New Year (the Year of the Dog) with
her Chinese students at First Wok Buffet, in
South County, Sunday, Jan. 30. Liu will be
present at the event and will demonstrate the
art of Chinese brush painting.

Kobebills
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Justin Rottger
Core Staff
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10-10, and they are hungry for more.
the quarter as well. Riganti led the MCC in
Last Friday night,
rebounding at one point
the Jr. Bills faced a seemthis week, but now is
ingly must-win situation
second in the conference
against conference rival
with 96.
Vianney. SLUH was in
SLUH continued
danger of falling to 1-4
to hand it to Vianney in
in the MCC, which would
the second quarter. With
put them all but out of the
4:00 remaining in the first
race. However, the Jr. Bills
half, Vianney big man
would have none of that.
Dave Stewart missed
They scored the first four
a shot after hitting the
points of the game and
bottom of the backboard.
never looked back.
The Jr. Bills scooped up
Pete Cooney drove
the loose ball, and junior
the open lane with 2:00
Geno McNeil converted
remaining in the first
his shot attempt to extend
Cooney carves a lane to the basket with
quarter for an easy two, Pete
the lead to 20-7.
his elbow at the Vianney game last Friday.
finishing off an 8-0 scoring
Later in the quarrun. SLUH led the Golden Griffins by seven ter, with 1:19 remaining, Cooney hit one of
at the end of the quarter, 12-5.
SLUH’s two three-pointers on the night,
see EVEN STEVEN, 9
Nick Riganti had eight total rebounds in
photo by Anthony sigillito

e’ve all heard the Cars song “Just
What I Needed” in the Circuit City
commercials. But perhaps the St. Louis U.
High basketball team could play that song
(whether they like it or not) all week after winning their third game in a row and
seventh in their last nine games Tuesday
night, because those victories are exactly
what they needed.
The Jr. Bills have come a long way
since losing to Decatur MacArthur in the
Collinsville Tournament. At that point, they
were 3-8 and looking at a season spiraling
out of control.
But after rattling off seven wins in nine
games, including an impressive defensive
clinic against Vianney, a thriller against St.
Mary’s, and a hard-fought victory against
Ladue, SLUH has evened their record at

Goldbergbills freeze Mar- Koestnerbills fall to DeSmet
quette, frozen by Chaminade
in hard-fought match

Matt Beezley
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High hockey team faced off against the No.
4-ranked Marquette Mustangs last Friday night. Determined
to pull off an upset, the Stickandpuckbills came out flying from
the beginning.
While trying to kill off a penalty early in the first period, junior
Chris Place broke free from the Marquette defensemen and took off
on a breakaway that ended with a goal. The Jr. Bills played most of
the rest of the period either on the penalty kill or playing four-onfour. Both teams went without goals the rest of the period.
At the start of the second period, the Puckbills got the benefit
of a power play, which Eddie Effinger cut short by roofing the puck
over the Marquette netminder.
Not even two minutes later, junior Dan Steck also shot one past
the Mustang goalie, and the Jr. Bills went ahead 3-0.
Three minutes later, Steck scored his second of the night after
a scrum in front of the Marquette net, giving the Icebills a comfortable four-goal lead. The Mustangs tried to mount a comeback after
a failed SLUH clearing pass resulted in a goal late in the period, but
the Jr. Bills locked up defensively, holding the Mustangs for the rest
of the game. Despite poor officiating and a combined 21 penalties
throughout the game, the Jr. Bills came away with a well-earned
victory, 4-1.
Three days later, the Hockeybills tried to continue their winning
streak against the No. 2-ranked Chaminade Red Devils. Although the
Puckbills came ready to play, Chaminade scored halfway through

see SHOOTOUT!, 13

Drew Burkemper
Reporter

T

he Jr. Bills met the DeSmet Spartans on Tuesday for an epic
mythological clash, the second meeting of the teams this
year. DeSmet won the first match up 5 games to 2, but the Racquetbills looked to change their fortunes this time.
The match started well for the Pennbills when No. 5 Mike Laurentius dominated his overmatched opponent in two quick games.
Showing almost no weakness, Laurentius won the first 15-1, but
struggled early in the second. Not hitting high percentage shots put
Laurentius in a close battle for most of the second game, but then
“the Touch” came back and Laurentius (7-1) won 15-12.
Things began looking even better for the team when a newlyarrived Drew Burkemper played his match just an hour after getting
off a bus from the Pro-Life trip to Washington, D. C. Playing rather
sluggishly, Burkemper lost the first game, 7-15. The second game
was completely different from the first, though. Burkemper started
with a quick 5-0 lead, and then chugged to a 15-9 victory. The
tiebreaker was much the same as the second game, and Burkemper
(7-1) rumbled to an 11-3 win.
With two wins under their belt, the Brokenframebills looked
to grasp the throat of the match with a win in doubles. However,
the doubles team of junior Steve Baer and sophomore Joe Hoffman
could not get the job done. Playing a new style of doubles with each
player positioned on a side of the court instead of the front or back,
the duo appeared to be finding their footing in the first game, but
lost 15-7.

see GOGGLES, 13



Wetbills
Tony Meyer
Reporter

dunk

T

he St. Louis U. High swimming and
diving team hosted MCC rival Chaminade in a dual meet at Forest Park Community College on Monday.
After Chaminade came out strong,
winning the 200 medley relay, freshman
John Heafner took second place in the 200
freestyle with a time of 1:56.96. Heafner has
decreased his times in the 200 freestyle, 200
individual medley, and 100 breastroke and
hopes to qualify for state in the remaining
meets.
“It was a close meet in the beginning,
but we were able to pull away because of our
depth and good swims from our JV guys,”
head coach Fritz Long said.
During diving, Zach Berndsen completed many near-perfect dives and skillfully
defeated Chaminade’s top diver, who placed
in the top five at last year’s state meet. Berndsen, not fazed by the juvenile but typical
cheers from the Chaminade peanut gallery,
scored a 233.40.
“I was happy that Zach beat Chaminade’s

Sports
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Chaminade Riflerbills defeat  

diver, and overall I was real pleased with the
way our divers performed,” diving coach
Brendan LeBrun said.
The Speedobills swam away with the
100 butterfly, grabbing first, second, and third
place. Wes Going, junior Jake Roeckle, and
freshman Will Derdeyn stopped the watches
at 54.26, 56.76, and 58.51 respectively,
trouncing the Chaminade times. Going and
Roeckle swam State times, and Derdeyn
is less than a second away from a State
berth.
All the Vasserbills anxiously stood
as junior Brendan Mehan swam the 100
backstroke. With his solid turns and strong
finish, he impressed his cheering fans with a
state-qualifying time of 59.63. The Aguabills
now have four swimmers qualified in the 100
backstroke.
The Swashbucklin’bills swam an impressive 400 freestyle relay, which featured
sophomores David Miller and Tim Dale,
freshman Morgan Cole, and Going, that
posted a state-qualifying time of 3:30.14. The
winning relay was the last bit of concrete in
Chaminade’s cement shoes, as the

see STREAMLINE, 9

Singletbills fall to DeSmet, look
toward Feb. 10 districts
Nick Calcaterra, Dan Zdrodowski
Reporters

pounds), junior Andrew Austermann (171),
and Eric Gass (189), who had two first place
he Clementsbills traveled to MICDS finishes in two tournaments in the last two
for the 2006 Eric Lewis Invitational weeks.
However, wrestlers who went 1-1 on
wrestling tournament last Friday and Saturday. With 16 teams, including CBC, Friday night could also medal. Senior Devin
Austermann (160)
Chaminade,
would have been
and Fort Zum2-0 if it weren’t for
walt North, the
a close match with
competition was
his CBC rival,
tough. Following
David Spotanthe tournament,
ski. Austermann
the Jr. Bills lost
tied the match 3-3
53-21 against the
with little time left
DeSmet Spartans
in a dual meet on Jon Holden (top) breaks down his Spartan opponent at SLUH’s in the third round,
Tuesday at De match against DeSmet Wednesday night. Holden won by pin. but due to a quick
takedown, he in lost the match, 5-3.
Smet.
On modest sleep, the Jr. Bills went back
Friday night consisted of two rounds
of wrestling where, if the Jr. Bills won both to wrestling Saturday morning. Tensions
matches, they would automatically take at were high as the team lost a few matches
least sixth place. Unfortunately, the only in overtime, and all of the 2-0 wrestlers lost
see HULK HOLDEN, 8
wresters to do so were Jon Holden (140

T
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Quincy, second
in tourney
Zach Brooks
Reporter

T

his past weekend, the Anschützbills
made the journey across the river to
Highland, Ill., to compete in the NRA 4-P
Sectional Smallbore competition, a fourposition match completed by firing ten
shots for each discipline.
Competing in the prone, standing, sitting, and kneeling positions, the shooters
accomplished something they had not done
all year—they beat their archrivals, the Blue
Devils of Quincy, Ill. The varsity Longriflebills, composed of seniors Pat Zelaya, Bryan
Carlin, Joe Reinders, and junior Zach Brooks,
took second in the tourney with a 1528-65X,
as compared to the third place Blue Devils’
1487-55.
However, it was the junior varsity squad
who surprised even the coach and took
top honors. Juniors Joel Schmidt and Nate
Komorowski led the team, placing first and
third, respectively, in the overall standings,
along with fellow junior Rob Perkins and
sophomore Sam Gall; the four combined for
a score of 1537-78X. Schmidt shot a 39021X, making him the overall champion for
the sectional match.
   “Yeah, Joel and Nate will get some medals for their scores (from the NRA)” coach
Will Bresnahan said. “However, Quincy’s
top two shooters did pretty poorly and one
of their regulars was sick. … We got pretty
lucky this time.”
   Hopefully the .22bills can get lucky at their
next match, the Roger Withrow Invitational
at Murray State University, the alma mater
of SLUH English guru Chuck Hussung in
Murray, Kentucky. This is a college match
where the best high school teams are invited
to shoot with some of the best athletes in
the nation.
   Anyone interested in shooting is encouraged to visit the rifle range for details.
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Adam Twist
Reporter

Freshman Winter Sports Update

T

he St. Louis U. High freshmen have
had a good winter season so far. The
two basketball teams have had respectable seasons. The freshman Blue team has
a record of 10-7 going into its final game
and the freshmen White team has a record
of 6-9 going into its game versus DeSmet
on Friday. Freshmen wrestling has come
a long way this season, from the majority
of the team never having wrestled before
to becoming one of the better teams in the
area.
The C Blue team started the season with
an explosive 5-0 record before a devastating loss to CBC, 29-26. Their current MCC
record is 3-4, but they only lost by 12 points
in those games.
In the second game against CBC, the



team came back in the fourth quarter to tie has a 6-9 record. In their last three games, the
the game when Matt Lynch
team beat St. Mary’s by
shot up a three pointer as the
10 and lost to Riverview
buzzer went off. Sadly, they
by 15. One of their key
could not hold on and lost by
players is Brain Shultz,
one point.
who has become a leader
The team also had a great
of the team.
second place finish at the JenDuring the seanings Tournament.
son, their big win came
John Swanson comwhen the team beat Demented, “The team lacks a
Smet at DeSmet by 15.
star player but makes up for
Head coach Eric
it with team chemistry.”
Jefferson said, “The team
In their last three games,
is a great bunch of guys,
the team beat Lutheran South,
and they work hard both
55-17, lost to Vianney, 39-34,
on and off the court.”
and lost to McCluer North,
Both of the C
who, according to head coach
teams have their final
Tim Rittenhouse, is the best
games today at SLUH
Mike Bucchino takes a shot
team in the area, 49-41.
vs. DeSmet; the White
against Vianney.
The freshmen White C team currently
see FROSH, 13
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Junior Varsity Winter Sports Update

Eliot Gusdorf
Reporter

Swimming

Last Three Meets:
1. Chaminade 117-68 Win
2. Clayton and Cape Notre Dame 159-7690 Win
3. DeSmet 124-59 Win
Overall Record: 11-3
Coach’s Comments: The JV swim team is
composed of many talented swimmers, and
the coaching staff feels that they cannot name
the best swimmer on the team. They would
like to mention that the performance given
by the underclassmen has been phenomenal
and they believe that the current freshmen
and sophomores will help to form the core
of the future swim team.

Hockey

Last Three Games:
1. Marquette 5-1 Win
2. DeSmet 1-2 Loss
3. CBC 3-1 Win
Overall Record: 7-4
Best player: Jack Berger

Basketball

Last Three Games:
1. St. Mary’s Loss
2. Vianney Loss
3. Kirkwood Win
Overall Record: 13-6
Coach’s Comments: The coaching staff feels
that there is no one best player on the team,
but they feel that Matt Miller has given a
stellar performance by putting his “heart,
soul, and body into every game.”

Racquetball

Last Three JV-1 Matches:
1. DeSmet 1-4 Loss
2. Kirkwood 2-3 Loss
3. SLUH JV-1 3-2 Win
Overall Record: 4-5
Best Player: Ray Godefroid

Wrestling

Recent Meets:
1. Chaminade 30-48 Loss
2. Zumwalt North 27-40 Loss
Overall Record: 8-9
Best wrestler: Ken Homan
photo by Scott Mueller

Sophomore
Ben
Ludwig
(160)
works
his DeSmet opponent
onto his
back for
the pin.



hulk holden
(from 6)
least one match. Gass lost his third match
because of a controversial call by the official.
Otherwise he would have won the match and
moved on to the finals for first place.
After eight hours of constant wrestling,
four wrestlers made it to the final round.
Holden wrestled for fifth place and
defeated his opponent 8-3, easily executing
moves and plainly outperforming him.
Devin Austermann wrestled against
Spotanski for the second time in the tournament, only this time for third place.
Austermann scored the first takedown and
shut his opponent down for the first period.
Spotanski fought back with two takedowns
next period to make the score 3-4. Trailing
by only one point in the third, Austermann
tried continuously to get points, but after
giving up a takedown, his rival shut the door
on him. Despite his loss, his efforts allowed
him to claim fourth place. Austermann is 1-3
versus Spotanski.
Andrew Austermann lost only one match
in the championship rounds, allowing him
to wrestle for third place. Andrew took a
quick lead against his foe from St. Clair, outwrestling him for two periods with several
takedowns and a near pin in the second period.
However, in the third period, his opponent
took advantage of starting on top of Andrew
and pinned him despite his trailing score.
Last up was Gass, wrestling for third
place. Gass started the scoring with a quick
takedown and continued to lead with more
takedowns and a near fall. For the rest of
the match, Gass’s technique and strength
dominated his opponent and illustrated why
Gass has been a force to be reckoned with
this season. Gass won the highest medal of
all the SLUH wrestlers.
The team wrestled very well at the
tournament. The three heaviest members of
the team—Andrew and Devin Austermann
and Gass—had a total of 11 wins, nine of
them ending in a pin.
Wrestlers who didn’t make it into the
final but had two or more wins included
junior Andrew Mueth (119), Bryan Edmundson (130), and junior Rich Darragh (135).
Sophomore Mike Baumer (112) earned his
first varsity win.
“I was very excited and surprised when
the (official) raised my hand,” Baumer
said.

Sports
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The 53-21 final score from the dual at
DeSmet earlier this week is somewhat deceiv-the lead and the buzzer sounded when he was
ing. Firstly, DeSmet received eighteen pointsup 8-6.
from byes whereas SLUH only received six,
Holden and Devin Austermann both
thus inflating the point spread. Additionally,won their matches, setting  the final score
two Spartan wrestlers are currently rankedat 53-21.
in the top four in the state for their weight
The highlight of the night, however, was
class and were at another level of expertise.Jon Holden’s (140) match against Tony LucIf DeSmet’s bye points and state wrestlerchesi. During the first round of their match,
advantage could be deducted from their finalthey were evenly-matched.
score, it would actually have been a fairly
Tied 0-0 at the start of the second, neiclose match.
ther appeared to be able to bring the other
The night started out at the 171 weightdown. Then, in a surprising turn of events,
class with Andrew Austermann facing offHolden narrowly executed a successful
against Sean Dietz of DeSmet. Dietz cur-fireman’s carry and gained a takedown.  The
rently ranks third in the state for his weightfireman’s carry is an extremely difficult move
class and boasts a spectacular win to lossto perform correctly in a match; it involves
ratio.
hoisting the opponent over one’s shoulder.
Austermann was naturally apprehensive,Holden coasted through to a point victory
and commented the day before, “Yeah, it’swith a score of 15-12.
going to be a tough match,” joking, “My goal
Holden commented shortly after his
is just to stay in the whole six minutes.” Hematch, “(Lucchesi) was a district opponent.
was in fact pinned, but not until a minuteFor seeded reasons, I needed to beat him. I
and a half had passed by.
think I was too timid in the beginning (of
Next, the incredible Gass effortlesslythe match).”
pinned his opponent in less than a minute.
Mike Doherty was pinned by his opGass did, however, initially appear to have aponent in the second round of his match.
bit of trouble getting Jarred Walker, his opSophomore James Barton (152) fought
ponent, down on the mat before he quicklyan aggressive first, second, and third round
finished him off.
but was unable to gain the lead. Although
Sophomore Adam Garibay (215) lastedhe was in better physical shape than his opwell into the second round before defeat.ponent, Matt Skarin, he lacked the technical
Considering his very limited varsity expe-skill to win. The final score was 5-2.
rience and that he occasionally dominated
The final match of the night ended in a
during his match, he performed decently. lightning quick pin by Devin Austermann in
Mueth lost against second-ranked Timhis first round.
Ziegler, although he’s a weight class heavier
With sectionals and state coming up,
than the 112-pound Ziegler.
the team has really used the MICDS tournaPhil Patton (125) then wrestled andment to prepare themselves. Count on seeing
lost his match. Perhaps his crazy wrestlingSLUH guys going to the state tournament
skills were inhibited by the fact that he wasthis year. Come see the varsity sectionals
thrown not once, but twice by his opponentFeb. 10-11.
Nick Holzer.
Then, Edmundson was pinned in his
match against Dan Lehmann of DeSmet.
Next, junior Rich Darragh (135) tragically lost his close match by two points.
The varsity wrestling team lost to Pattonville
Going into the third round, he was up 4-3
45-21 last night. The Jr. Bills’ wins came
after a surprise comeback during the second
from solid pins by senior anchors Devin
round. However, in the final moments of the
Austermann (160) and Eric Gass (189), as
match, he made the fatal decision to go for a
well as a win by junior Rich Darragh (135).
pin when he had a slim opportunity instead
Finally, junior Andrew Austermann (171)
of stalling to go into overtime and finish his
won by forfeit. This meet concluded the
opponent, Andrew Castulik. Through several
regular season, and the team will now prepare
shoddy defensive maneuvers Castulik gained
for districts on February 10-11.

Wrestling
Nightbeat
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even steven
(from 5)
SLUH led 29-12 at that point, and 31-12
at the half.
Yes, that is 12 first-half points for the
Golden Griffins. That was probably more a
result of awful Vianney shooting than stellar defense by the Jr. Bills, but there were
at least 19 missed Vianney shots that were
rebounded by SLUH in the game.
The second half was more of the same
for Vianney, as they scored only ten points the
entire half. The Jr. Bills did not overwhelm
the Griffins with a shocking number of points
themselves, but they came away with a very
important victory, 42-22.
But the points SLUH did score mattered,
and that is because of much-improved ball
control. Head coach John Ross and assistant
coach Kent Kershenski stressed this issue
before the Vianney game, and since implementing an offense that uses more time to
get good shots, the Jr. Bills have been very
successful.
“We’re limiting (our opponents) opportunities to score right now. Next thing
you know, they’re down six, eight, even ten
points. Now they’re starting to press a little
bit where in the past, they’d have so many
opportunities to score. We’re feeling a little
more confident. Plus, we’re not allowing
layups like we were. We’re doing a good job
of making them shoot outside and limiting
them to one shot,” Ross said.
SLUH looked to continue their impressive stretch of play the following night at St.
Mary’s, which was no easy task.
The Jr. Bills stuck with the strategy of
longer possessions. The ball control was
there, but the finishes were lacking. For example, in the final minute of the first quarter,
SLUH maintained possession of the ball, but
Ace Egger missed a three point attempt at
the buzzer.
SLUH led 7-4 at the end of the first
quarter.
The score went back and forth throughout the first half. St. Mary’s took the lead off
of two threes, but the Jr. Bills converted shots
of their own, including a nice Joe Phillips
tip-in with 1:55 remaining in the half. They
went into the locker room leading at halftime,
19-18.
A bit of a drought hit SLUH in the third
quarter, though, as they scored only six, but
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the 31-27 deficit after three quarters of play
could not mean anything else but a Jr. Bills
comeback.
With 4:08 remaining in the game, Tim
Garvey tied the game at 33, but St. Mary’s
came right back to complete a three-point
play. An Eric Hunt three tied the game at 36,
and with 2:00 left, Cooney drove the lane,
converted his shot attempt and drew a foul,
but missed the free throw attempt. Phillips
came away with the rebound, though, to eat
up a little more time.
The Dragons tied the game at 38, and
the Jr. Bills gained possession with about 50
seconds to go in the game.
So SLUH needed to do what they had
done best in recent games—maintain possession of the ball. They moved the ball around
the half-court line for about 35 seconds, then
began to formulate a game-winning drive.
There was no lane open, however, so someone
had to take action quickly.
One of the better ball handlers on the
team, McNeil, dribbled near the three point
line with time ticking down. 5, 4, 3 ... McNeil
put up an off-balance 17-foot shot—and it
found nothing but the bottom of the net,
giving the Jr. Bills a 40-38 victory. McNeil
led all scorers with 15 points, and he had the
two most important of the night.
With all kinds of momentum, there
was no way the Jr. Bills were going to drop
a game at home against Ladue. SLUH had
the chance to do something that they had not
done since Dec. 8—even their record. Ladue
was also no “gimme,” and the team did not
really know what to expect from them. It
was just about even after one quarter, with
the Jr. Bills leading Ladue, 11-9.
Three pointers were common in this
matchup. McNeil drained one with 5:00
remaining in the second quarter, breaking
a 13-13 tie. Ladue hit one with 2:10 left to
give the lead back to them, 21-20, but the
Jr. Bills held the lead at the half, 22-21.
More efficient play on both sides of the
ball helped SLUH prevail in this game, as
they scored enough points to keep the Rams’
backs up against the wall, and Ladue could
not put any kind of offense together in the
third quarter, scoring only two points. McNeil
led all scorers again with 14 this time, and
the Jr. Bills cruised to win number 10 on the
season, 43-31.


“It’s incredibly important (to be back at
.500). When you start 3-8, you start looking
pretty negative at things, and now we’re
7-2 since then, you start feeling a lot more
positive about what you’re doing, the players
start believing in the system and believing in
themselves,” Ross commented about getting
back to the .500 mark.
SLUH will Greyhound their way to our
fair state’s capital tonight to face Jefferson
City at 7 p.m. for all of you who are diehard
fans, but if you aren’t interested in packing
up your car for a mini road trip, the Jr. Bills
are back home on Tuesday to face Gateway
Tech at home at 6 p.m.
Then comes a wild ride of three consecutive conference games which will take the
team right into districts. So buckle up, turn
up that Cars 8-track, and keep your eyes on
the road, because the fans are just what this
team needs during their truly impressive
drive toward districts.

streamline

(from 6)
Broombills swept their opponents off the
deck, 117-68.
Last night, the LongJohnSilverbills
hosted CBC at Forest Park for the senior meet,
the last home meet of season. Please see the
Nightbeat box for scores and times.
“This year’s seniors were a really good,
hard-working group. I was really proud of
all of them,” said Long. The senior members
of the swimming and diving team for the
2005-06 season are Matt Ampleman, Nick
Appelbaum, Berndsen, Michael Broom, Jon
Dombek, Michael Egan, Going, Tony Kruse,
Tony Meyer, Thomas Owen, Nick Ruemker, John Shostrand, and Brandon Verhoff.
Thanks for all that you do, seniors.
On Saturday morning, the Speedobills
will host the JV MCC meet at Forest Park
at 12:00. The team will swim Saturday night
at the MICDS Invitational at the St. Peters
Rec-Plex at 6:00. Good luck to all those
swimming and diving.

Missey’s Ride

English-teacher-and-Prep News-moderatormobile for sale. Seriously. 2000 Hyundai
Sonata. Contact Mr. Missey if interested.
Good luck finding him!
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(from 1)
read the letter. Clark also said that the letter
would be re-released at the beginning of each
school year to remind students and parents
of the school’s policy.
The letter also stated that the SLUH
administration has the ability to review sites
such as Facebook.com, even though it is not
listed as a profile holder within the site. The
Facebook website states: “Facebook was
intentionally designed to limit the availability
of (a student’s) profile to only (his/her) friends
and other students at (his/her) school,” but,
according to Clark, SLUH still has the ability
to view students’ profiles.
Clark said, “What gives us the right to
make this statement (that SLUH can review
the profiles)? Because we are a private school,
a Catholic school. ... It’s a privilege to go
here. It’s not a right. We have our values
and our philosophy, and that’s what we live
and we die by. It is not an obstruction of
(students’) first amendment rights because
a student still has his or her rights but can
choose to voice his or her rights at another
school, not St. Louis U. High.”
	 Tony Rothert, Legal Director of the
Eastern Missouri chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), said, “I’m a
little surprised” that the administration would
be willing to take such drastic actions as
expulsion over Internet misrepresentation.
He also said that the ability for SLUH
to view the profiles of its students is an issue
with the Facebook website and its affiliated
organization. Facebook did not respond to
queries about this issue by press time.
 	 Rothert continued to outline what
kind of information would be protected on
Facebook by the first amendment. He said
that “protected speech,” such as factual
statements about teachers or fellow students,
should be protected by the first amendment,
but libel, harsh, false, or insulting language
against anyone on the website would not be
protected.
Rothert noted, “There are less constitutional rights for students in a private school,”
and added that “often these things come down
to a case by case basis.”
When asked if a student were to be
punished for stating his opinion of a teacher
on facebook.com, Rothert responded, “That
would definitely raise first amendment issues.”

News
	 Clark did not comment on whether
SLUH had consulted its attorneys before
releasing the letter or how SLUH views the
Facebook profiles. “We have our ways to
do what we need to do. ... What we’ve done
is right. That’s all I’m going to say,” said
Clark.
Clark did mention that the administration receives information about inappropriate Internet content not only from its own
searches, but from alumni and parents who
have viewed the Facebook website, as well
as students themselves. “That’s the best thing
about it is especially when a student comes
to you (and says) ‘This is my school. This is
what I believe in, and how dare this young
man (misrepresent SLUH),’” Clark said.
 	 On student response to the letter, Clark
said, “I hope they understand that ...we have
to be aware and take responsibility for our
choices, whatever we choose to do.”
Of the possible threat of disciplinary
action, Clark said, “(Students) still have to be
responsible for whatever they choose to do.
When they get a job in the real world, they’re
still going to have to act in accordance to the
guidelines of whomever they are employed
by. So if they choose to act in inappropriate
ways, and it is against the guidelines of their
place of employment, they can continue to
act that way, but they won’t be employed.”
 	 The same applies to a student’s enrollment at SLUH, according to Clark. Clark
continued, “It happens in life, and they need
to be prepared for that. We’re not going to
tolerate it. We’re not going to tolerate any
inappropriate behavior that is against the
philosophy and guidelines of the church and
school.”
Clark suggested that the student body
read SLUH’s “Profile of a St. Louis U. High
Graduate at Graduation,” the school’s philosophy, and the school’s mission statement
to further understand the administration’s
expectations of them as SLUH students.
Junior Ryan Kotaska has already been
contacted by the administration about his
Facebook profile for being a part of an inappropriate group.
“They said that I’m not representing the
school very well and that it would be a good
idea for me to clean out everything. ...They
said I need to be more careful about what’s
on there,” said Kotaska. “I can see where
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they’re coming from because (my profile)
does say SLUH on it, so we are representing
(the school), but ... it is outside school, and
it’s off amongst friends,” he added.
“(The letter is) probably right because
there’s a lot of stuff on Facebook (that
shouldn’t be there). I don’t know if anybody’s
actually going to follow the letter (though) but
it was probably a good idea to let the parents
know,” said sophomore Zach Buchheit.
“I think that kids can say whatever they
want on Facebook, but as with pictures of
themselves (doing illegal activity) then I
think that might be a problem,” said junior
Austin Klages.
Most students seemed to agree with the
principles of the letter and the administration’s actions. Klages continued, “I don’t
think that they should (look at profiles) but
I don’t see why they can’t. I think that even
if you do say something inappropriate they
really can’t do anything about it, but they
can ask you to take it off.”
Clark finished by saying that, “If you
choose still to engage in any inappropriate
behavior, then you won’t be doing it at SLUH.
You’re going to be doing it someplace else.
You have to be responsible for your behavior
and choices and actions, etc. That’s the goal:
for (students) to grow into mature young
men. Mature, responsible young men.”

HARMONY

(from 3)
to write down five prominent Americans.  
The quiz would narrow down every time
to different categories. “For example, they
would say, ‘Name five prominent Jewish
people in America,’” said Thames. “I know
most people only know stuff about their race.
I thought it was kind of cool to see how much
people know about different races.”
According to SLUH Director of Diversity Robert Evans, the Harmony Project is
held several times each year. The Harmony
Project brings together diversity teams from
many schools in the St. Louis area, including
Rosati-Kain High School, Ursuline Academy, Cardinal Ritter High School, SLUH,
CBC, Vianney, Nerinx Hall, Chaminade, and
DeSmet. Upcoming Harmony Project events
include a Black History Month Knowledge
Bowl at Cardinal Ritter and overnight at
Nerinx Hall.
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She also asked for the help of other theology teachers in gathering student signatures
to add to the sympathy book. “We thought
we might just get signatures,” commented
Queathem, “but the cool part was that we
really got a note from every student.”
Queathem wrote a letter to the parents
of the victims. “I wanted to make it very
personal,” Queathem said. “What I was trying
to do was give courage to the parents.” In
the book, Queathem told the parents that a
special Mass would be said for their children
on Jan. 20.
Five days after sending the books,
Queathem received an email from the
president of Loyola Jesuit College, Peter
Schneller, S. J. “He said he was tearful when
he opened the package that somebody would
take this much time to show their concern
for something like this,” Queathem said. “It
just so happens that they were going to have
a Mass on the following Sunday, Jan. 22,
with the parents of the deceased students.”
Fr. Schneller said that each book SLUH

made would be presented to the parents at
the Mass.
Jeff Harrison, S.J. presided over the
freshman class Mass on Jan. 20. He wore a
vestment given to him in Africa and spoke of
his experiences there. Queathem commented,
“He talked about how much the people in
Africa value education, how they’ll scrape
every last penny to send their children to a
school like this Jesuit school.”
Theology teacher Tim Chik put together
a slide show with the faces of the 60 children
and had it playing constantly, fading one
into the next, throughout the Mass, “so that
the freshmen were aware who the Mass was
being offered for and who actually died in
the plane crash,” Queathem said.
In his homily on Dec. 21, Schneller
said, “Where are (the children) now? In their
graves, you think, if we were lucky enough
to find something to bury. No. They are not
there now. The corpses they left behind are
in the grave, but they are not there. They
have passed through fire and water, and they
are now with God who made them, the God

(from 1)
wrote poems on their own. The quality of
poems is unusually high.”
Moran highlighted some of those poems
and other works of high quality.
“I love this story called ‘Venus’ by
(senior) Drew Deubner. ... I really love that
story. And then there’s a poem by a freshman
which I want to give some notice to. I think
it’s called ‘Ode to a Dying Dog,’ by Philip
Knapp. It’s very nice. Mike Jonagan has a
poem on punctuation called ‘Crowd Control’
that’s really good,” he said.
Milner also gave special note to several
works, saying, “We had a really strong showing by Tony Bell. ... Tony Burwinkel as well
had an interesting story; I think people will
like that one.”
“I think Drew Deubner’s two stories are
really cool, really good. Kyle Kloster had a
lot of stuff, in both photography and poetry,
and Tony Burwinkel has a well-written
story called ‘Fengrove’s Cavemen.’ Those
are some of the pieces that stand out in my
mind,” Kovarik commented.
The Sisyphus staff consists of nine literary editors—seniors Bertucci, Ben Farley,
and Kloster, juniors Jake Kessler, Milner, and

Paul Robbins, and sophomores Joe Lauth,
Jim Santel, and Dave Spitz. The staff also
includes two art editors—Joel Westwood and
Nick Jacobs—and Tim Huether, the layout
editor. Moran thought that “it was really a
pleasure to work with the editors” on this
issue.
Both Moran and Milner loved the many
submissions, happy to see such an interest,
and Moran even said that three pieces have
been deferred to the spring issue because
there were too many submissions to fit in
this issue alone.
Also, the photo by Louie Menotti, originally set to run on the inside of the back cover,
did not print well on the textured paper and
has thus been removed. It is still listed in the
table of contents, however. It will hopefully
run in the spring issue.
“I think this is the best issue of Sisyphus
we’ve ever produced. I mean for everything.
It’s going to look beautiful; the content is really good. I’m really happy with it,” Moran
said.
Four hundred copies at 25 cents each
will await purchase at Activity Period and
lunch on Tuesday.

SISYPHUS
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who saved them, the God who loved them.
… They hardly need our prayers; they are
with God. … We need their prayers, and they
are praying for us now as part of the picnic
with God on the mountain.”
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PRO-LIFE
(from 2)
them. Sophomore James Burke said, “There
were so many more people than last year,
and that was good to see.”
Junior Mark J. Zinn added, “This is my
third year going, and every year it seems to
get bigger. It was really inspiring to see all
these people from different backgrounds
come together in support of a cause.”
At the end of the march, the SLUH
students convened in front of the Supreme
Court and recited a rosary in memory of the
approximately 46 million babies whose lives
have been ended through abortion. Back at
the hotel that night, the Pro-Life students
held a forum to express their intentions for
going on the trip as well as some thoughts
about abortion. Lasting about an hour and
a half, the forum featured good discussion
and even a heated moment concerning the
role of women in the Catholic Church.
Although the group has left on Monday
after the rally in years past, the trip was extended until Tuesday this year. Burke thought
that “the extra day was good because (they)
got to see more of the city.” The students
toured a few of the museums including the
American History Museum and the Natural
History Museum. Most also took the elevator ride up the Washington Monument.
“The view was unbelievable,” Tayon commented.
Commenting on the trip, Chik said, “I
thought it was phenomenal. It was everything
I asked for and more. It was probably the
best one we’ve had.”
Completing his third and final year on the
Pro-Life Trip, senior Connor Cole summed
it up saying, “It was the trip of a lifetime.”

Charlie Samson, ’05, will speak to
the Sodality of Mary on Tuesday,
February 7 at Activity Period
and into third period. He will be
talking about St. Louis de Montfort, and life in the seminary. If
interested, please fill out a permission form that can be found
on the door of librarian Eleanora
McCarthy, whom you should see
if you have any questions.

News
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(from 3)
broad based changes to what they do and
say on Facebook. I would suggest that the
administration draw up a clear list of violations perpetrated on Facebook that would
warrant action so that students can change
their accounts accordingly. If this is not
done, then students will not know what is
included in “inappropriate behavior” in the
letter.
 	 This letter also reveals the problem of
the administration’s encroachment into our
privacy. SLUH is trying to eliminate any
public display of its students acting badly;
however the administration should address
this problem inside of the school, not in
the private lives of its students. Hopefully,
SLUH students will take the values and ideals
of SLUH and apply them to their lives outside
of school. But, by sending home this letter,
SLUH is trying to manage our lives outside
of the realm of Oakland Avenue, and it is
encroaching upon the jobs of our parents.
While its intention to stop the trampling
of SLUH’s image is good, I think the administration has fumbled its opportunity to
connect with the student body through this
situation. Instead of warning students about
the letter, the situation, and its intended actions, SLUH arbitrarily entered what seems
to be a private forum of information and
now threatens expulsion if it sees activity
it deems to be against its philosophy. This
action will alienate the student body from the
administration and it will create a lack of trust
between the school and the student body. In
a situation that will require continued dialogue with the students, the administration
has isolated itself with this letter.
 	 I encourage the SLUH administration to
make a better connection with its students,
instead of delivering vague orders with little
explanation. I also recommend that the administration revise the Technology Code of
Conduct, which was referred to in the letter,
to better accommodate the Facebook revolution and more clearly outline SLUH’s policy
on this tricky subject. I also encourage any
student who has illegal activity referenced
on the Internet to remove that information.
Students should be aware that their actions
have repercussions, and that they represent
SLUH wherever they go, but ultimately it
is their decision, not the administration’s,
to determine how they act.

MATe
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of deadlocked chess play.
Schumacher said after his loss, “It was
tough. I lost after a pretty even game when I
made a mistake because I was low on time.
But those Belleville guys are good.”
At board two, senior Ben Geisman lost
after finding himself in a strange position
and down a knight for a pawn.
Completing the sweep, the Belleville
first board player beat senior Matt Angeli
after a complex opening and a calculated
attack. Angeli commented after his game,
“He played the Scandinavian Game, which
I know the first four moves of, but he knew
at least fifteen, so he had the opening advantage.” Angeli was forced to give up a pawn
to begin his attack, but his opponent fought
it off and used the extra pawn to win.
The shutout at Belleville East follows a
tough loss at Belleville West in which only
Angeli, this time at board two, scored any
points for SLUH. The week before, though,
the Pawnpusherbills won against Alton, 25-5.
The SLUH team is now 3-3 for the season.
Last Saturday, several members of the
SLUH chess team competed in a regional
high school tournament held at Lindbergh
High School. The players—Angeli, Schumacher, senior Jim Scariot, and Angeli’s
fifth-grade brother Isaiah—played four
games each during the eight-hour tournament. Angeli faced tough opponents in the
top division, but nevertheless played to two
wins. Schumacher had a rough day, losing
his first three “on bad mistakes,” he said.
He was given a bye in the last round for his
only point of the day.
Scariot, who often plays fifth board for
the Rookbills, arrived late to the meet: “My
alarm clock ran out of batteries during the
night, so I didn’t get up on time,” he said.
Still, he won two of his three games and is
steadily progressing.
Isaiah Angeli, who had played with the
SLUH team at an individual tournament once
before, showed that he can play with the big
boys, coming out with a win and a draw.
The SLUH team, which is the best in its
league from Missouri (because it only plays
Illinois teams), will hold a rematch against
Belleville East on Monday at SLUH. Come
to cheer your classmates on to checkmates
in the Ignatian Conference Room at 4 p.m.
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They roared back with a 15-4 win in the second game, though, and things were looking
up. That quickly changed when the pair found
themselves down 5-0 in the tiebreaker. After
taking a timeout to regain their composure,
the Hoffbaers (5-3) began to play better. It
was a little too late though, and the Spartans
prevailed, 11-6.
The Lookingoodbills then turned their
attention towards No. 4 junior Ben Brooks
for a win in his match. Brooks, recently
diagnosed with shin splints, played through
the pain in what became a long, hard-fought
battle. Brooks lost the first game 15-8, but
the game was closer than the score suggests
since the two combatants traded points often.
Brooks then came back and won the second
game, 15-13, and attempted to keep that
momentum going into the tiebreaker. His
hopes were dashed when his opponent played
strongly and Brooks (6-3) lost 11-3.
No. 3 Mike Guilfoy played next in what
would turn out to be a quick and unpleasant match for the Jr. Bills. Guilfoy could
not get much going, either offensively or
defensively, and lost the first game, 15-6.
The second game was worse, and Guilfoy
(6-2) lost 15-3 to an opponent he had beaten
earlier in the season.
No. 2 Jason Rusch also had great trouble
in his match. Rusch hung with his opponent
during the first game and kept the score close,
9-8. That was as close as he would get, though,
before losing 15-8. The second game was
much the same as the latter half of the first,
and Rusch had no luck in turning his fortunes
around. He lost to his opponent 15-2. Rusch
(3-5) looks to practice and hopes to improve
his game before the State Tournament.
Playing right-handed for the first time
against his DeSmet counterpart this season,
the Bluebills’ number one, Justin Langan,
played a hard-fought, entertaining match.
After dropping the first game 15-9, Langan
began the second by pulling away to a slight
lead and capitalizing on the poor play of
his opponent with solid shots. Langan also
survived a late-game scare and won the
second game, 15-13. The tiebreaker was full
of back and forth action as the two players
both sought a much-desired win, even though
DeSmet had already won four games. In the
end, the Spartan prevailed 11-7 to an applause
from an energetic crowd. Langan (5-3) was

News
almost able to pull out the win, and looks to
do so in State.
Coaches Joseph Koestner and Matt
Stewart were pleased with effort in the loss
and claimed that some good racquetball had
been played.
“We just keep ascending the ladder to
State and keep going up rungs all the time,”
Koestner said, “and today we went up a whole
section on that ladder.”
The Racquetbills (5-3) look to continue
their ascent against Vianney next Thursday
at Vetta-Concord.

SHOOTOUT!
(from 5)
the first period on a lucky bounce, taking
the lead, 1-0. The Jr. Bills did not give up
however, and had numerous scoring chances,
but could not put the puck past the superb
Chaminade netminder.
The Red Devils scored another goal on
a breakaway with 9:12 left in the second
period, giving them a 2-0 lead. The Jr. Bills
fought even harder in the second half of the
game, hitting three posts and getting many
scoring opportunities, but couldn’t come
away with a goal.
“We just didn’t get the bounces,” commented assistant coach Ray Knapp on the
2-0 loss.
The Jr. Bills begin their final four games
of the regular season tonight, taking on the
DeSmet Spartans for the prized Jesuit Cup.
The puck drops at 8:00 at the Affton Ice
Rink. You’d better be there.

Swimming
Nightbeat

Last night the Tandler2bills took on CBC
at Forest Park Community College. Sophomore Kip Tandler started the meet off well,
qualifying for state in the 200 freestyle with
a time of 1:53.76. In diving, Nick Ruemker
performed well, posting a season-high score.
Wes Going qualified for the 100 breaststroke
with a fast 1:06.15. The senior prodigy has
now qualified for every event this year. The
Speedobills finished their last home meet of
the season strong, beating CBC 103082.
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to CBC,

29-26.

Their

current

MCC

record

is

3-4,

but

they

only

lost

by

12

points

in

those

games.

CBC,
team
came
back
in
the
fourth
quarter
to
tie
the
game
when
Matt
Lynch shot up a three pointer as the buzzer went off. Sadly, they could not hold
on and lost by one point.
The
team
also
had
a
great
second
place
finish
at
the
Jennings
Tournament.
John Swanson commented, “The team lacks a star player but makes up for
it with team chemistry.”
In their last three games, the team beat Lutheran South, 55-17, lost to Vianney, 39-34, and lost to McCluer North, who, according to head coach Tim Rit
in the area, 49-41.
The
freshmen White
C
team
currently
has
a
6-9
record.
In
their
last
three
games, the team beat St. Mary’s by 10 and lost to Riverview by 15. One of their
key players is Brain Shultz, who has become a leader of the team.
During
the
season,
their
big
win
came
when
the
team
beat
De-Smet
at
DeSmet by 15.
In

the

second

game

against

the

ten-

house,

is

the

best

team

“The team is a great bunch
of guys, and they work hard both on and off the
court.”
Both of the C teams have their final games
Head coach Eric Jefferson said,

today at SLUH vs. DeSmet; the White C team

plays at 4:00 p.m. and the Blue C team plays
at 5:15 p.m. Both should be good games to
wrap up the season.
The freshman wrestlers have come a long
way from their first loss against Hazelwood
West. In their last three matches, they destroyed DeSmet, Tuesday night, 64-24, beat
Chaminade, 72-15 without much difficulty,
and lost to Zumwalt North in a very close
match, 36-33.
   They had some great finishes at both
the Windsor Tourney, where they had several
medalists including Matt Storey, Baris Akgul,
Connor Hagen and Miguel Riquetti, and at
the Fox Tourney, where the team placed
second. Kevin Staed received a second place
medal, among other medalists at Fox. Within
the team Kevin Staed, who had previous

This week in Prep
News History

January 22, 1981
“Two days ago, the Iran Crisis was ended with
the release of the 52 American hostages. The
Prep News would like to honor the courage
and determination of the hostages that helped
them bear the past 444 days of captivity.”

Quote of the Week:
“It is by the goodness of God that in our
country we have those three unspeakably
precious things: freedom of speech, freedom
of conscience and the prudence never to
practice either of them.”
—Mark Twain

Oops!

Correction: Due to an editing error, the
wrestling picture was incorrectly captioned
in last issue. Devin Auestermann is shown
commandeering his opponent at the Vianney
Tournament, not the Spartan Tournament.
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by Dan Everson

FRIDAY, JANUARY 27

Schedule R
Sophomore Class Liturgy
B/V BB @ Jefferson City, 5:30/7pm
C-White/C-Blue BB vs. DeSmet,
4/5:15pm
V HOC vs. DeSmet @ Affton, 8pm
Spaghetti and Meatballs

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28

Mominant
Calendar

Party, 10am

MONDAY, JANUARY 30

Schedule R
Seniors Return
College Visits:
Drake University
V HOC vs. Parkway South @ Affton,
9:15pm
Pizza

C/JV WR MCC Tourn. @ Chaminade,
Time TBA
JV SW MCC Meet @ Forest Park CC,
12pm
V SW vs. MICDS/Parkway South @ Rec
Plex, 6pm

TUESDAY, JANUARY 31

SUNDAY, JANUARY 29

Alumni Mothers’ Club Gift Gathering

Schedule R
College Visits:

(from 2)
Retrieving a flashlight from his office,
Teske found two drum-shaped containers
with rations for up to fifty people, eight 32pound cardboard boxes of various supplies,
and a couple of tins filled with survival
crackers. The civil defense survival ration
boxes were dated May 1962.
This revealed a fact about SLUH that
isn’t mentioned during the annual Open
House tour. In the period of the late 1950s
and early 1960s, the U.S. was going through a
time of mistrust and rivalry with the U.S.S.R.,
presently Russia. The threat of nuclear bombs
loomed over the country. Not only did the
bombs cause mass destruction—nothing
could stop that—but the fallout, or radioactive particles created by the explosion, was
equally dangerous to those who survived.
Citizens of large cities had designated
buildings ready with government-supplied
rations that could last for several weeks as
fallout shelters. Our very own school was
a designated fallout shelter for the United
States Department of Defense. If there had
been an attack, students, faculty, and people
from the surrounding neighborhood would
have been evacuated to the basement of our
school. The supplies found were the rations
that would have kept them alive if a nuclear
attack occurred.
When told of the recent finding, fine
arts and mathematics teacher Joseph Schulte

laughed and stated matter-of-factly, “That’s
a bomb shelter from the Cold War.” Schulte
started teaching at SLUH in 1958, but had
been a student teacher (and student) here
before that. He commented on preparations
the students and faculty had made for an attack. “(The drills) were no more than what
you’re doing now when it comes to tornado
drills,” he said.
“When you see where the stuff is stored,
it’s puzzling to think that someone would
open a wall just for that,” Teske said. This
raises another question. Could there be more
supplies buried somewhere in our walls?
As it turns out, these same supplies were
first excavated in the fall of 1993, according
to a 1993 Prep News article by then-senior
and current English teacher Frank Kovarik,
along with six water-filled, plastic-lined
metal barrels in a different storage closet
off of the rifle range. In an emergency, the
water could be taken out of the barrels, which
would then serve as commodes. Luckily
never used, these are now storage containers,
but the directions for use are still on them.
Seven years later, in Oct. 2000, according to another Prep News article, this one
by Brian Kane, similar supplies were found
again, this time along with medical supplies
and more crackers in a crawl space off of
the rec room. So the items were not the first
to be found, and perhaps were really just
refound—for the second time.

DA BOMB

Schedule M
Sr. Project Prayer Service
B/V BB vs. Gateway, 4:30/6pm
Papa John’s

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1

January 27, 2006
Jan. 27 - Feb. 3
U. of Missouri-St. Louis
V SW MCC Championships @
Chaminade thru 2/3, Time TBA
Bosco Sticks, Chicken Rings

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2

Schedule R
College Visits:
Truman State U.
Sophomore Class Mtg.
B BB vs. Ladue, 4pm
Seasoned Fries, Mostaccioli, Garlic Bread

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3
Schedule R
B/V BB @ CBC, 5:30/7pm
Cookies, Papa John’s

Asked about the future of the items,
Director of Facilities Patrick Zarrick said,
“We’re open to ideas.” Teske proposed hiding
them again so that others in the future could
refind them once more. He also mentioned
having a STUCO eating contest with the
44-year-old crackers. The crackers, which
look like graham crackers but taste like bland
cardboard, are still edible.
“I’d eat them any day with my soup,”
remarked junior Andrew Mueth. Anyone
interested in a taste is invited to the Prep
News office.
Another chapter of SLUH’s history
having been reopened and closed, what to
do with the fallout rations will be decided in
the near future. Whatever happens, though,
rest assured that in the occasion of a tornado
(even if it’s carrying a few bombs with it)
you will be safe in the depths of the SLUH
basement.

EVERYONE is welcome to enter
the ACES Kuumba Contest: Life
Without the Contributions of the
Birthplace of Mankind. If you have
a poem, photo, or piece of artwork,
submit it to Director of Diversity
Robert Evans in his office before
Thursday, February 16.

